
CADISON R22 is available on AutoCAD 2023 
CADISON R22 is compatible with AutoCAD 2023 on Windows 10 with 64-bit architecture. It also supports 

AutoCAD 2021 and AutoCAD 2022. CADISON Users who are in migration process for AutoCAD, can access 

the latest features and functions of CADISON R22.

Extended Ribbon and Quick Access Toolbar in CADISON Project Engineer and CADISON Project 

Navigator:
To improve the ease of access and use, the User Interface for many of the CADISON modules are 
redesigned with new functions. The ‘Quick Access Toolbar’ now has more functions listed in drop-down 
and can be enabled by the Users while working on a project for quick access and improved productivity. 

Enhancements in IFC Interface
The IFC interface in CADISON R22 has been improved further. With the IFC 4.0 configuration, the extended 

boundary representation, the pipeline insulation and collision bodies now can also be exported to IFC 

format. 

• Export of insulation and collision geometry during IFC Export
• Improved graphic quality for IFC Export

New dialog for the creation of new media in the project
Define color and line types for media: CADISON R22 has a new dialog interface to create new media in the 

project. In the CADISON Design Tree, User can right click on the Project node and select “Settings > Media 

definition” to define and add new media objects (or service line) in the project. The User can easily add new 

media object name & description, and select Color, Linetype and Linewidth from the drop-down lists. The 

User can also select the Check box to edit and Change the media in this interface.

Project wide legend drawings
A CADISON now supports project wide legend drawings which can show the legend of any number of 2D 

drawings. If there are multiple drawings inside a document group or in a project, then it is possible to create 

a single Legend table for all the drawings under that document 

group or the project. The content of the legend will be 

automatically calculated according to the symbols used on the 

drawing. It can be positioned as per the user requirement. To 

update a Legend drawing, the “Update Legend Drawing” 

command is available in the Tools menu. 

Key Highlights of CADISON R22



Enhancement with addition of new Export Functionalities

DWG Neutralexport with attributes and CADISON Publish
The User now export a CADISON drawing as a neutral AutoCAD DWG file where all CADISON objects are 

converted to blocks with attributes to export the graphics, including the object data for non-CADISON 

Users. The exported properties can be viewed in the Properties dialog or in the Drawing Block window.

New 3D PDF Export
With the 3D PDF Export feature, now export the 3D Layout drawings in PDF file format. After exporting a 3D 

drawing as 3D PDF, Users can have a closer look at the components in 3D without any need to install the 

CADISON. This 3D PDF output is read only format and no changes can be made to the existing drawing. To 

use the 3D PDF Export command, the User needs to enable the ITF-3DPDF module in CADISON Config. 

Manager. In the Project settings for PDF Export, User can set the necessary parameters for 3D PDF export.

MATPIPE Pipe Specification Wizard
CADISON R22 has a new wizard in MATPIPE to create detailed Standard Pipe Specification catalogs, based 

on a Template / Master catalog. The wizard has an easy-to-use function to create standard Pipe 

Specification catalogs, which can be used in 3D Designer to draw 3D pipelines. For this, you can start dialog 

to ‘Create New Catalog’ and select ‘a pipe spec catalog from a master catalog’ option and later, select the 

‘Run Pipe Spec Wizard’ button to start the wizard. User can select the required components like Pipe, Elbow, 

Reducer and other fittings for Spec creation and choose their required sizes as per the design requirements.

Enhancements in ‘Modification Tracing Extension’ module 
CADISON Modification Tracing Extension (also known as ‘Management of Change’ or MOC) extends the 
CADISON object model to the properties, which serves to completely log the modification history of an 
object, has been updated with a new Structure view and object filters for a better result. 
The new view in the Project Engineer for viewing recorded change notifications can also ‘Filter’ the change 

notifications based on:

• Creation date (Creation date, created until, Created by)
• Change type (Property changed like Catalog attached or Catalog detached, Object created, Link created,  

Link removed, and object Deleted)
• View of change notifications in ‘Search & Edit’ mode in Project Engineer
• Automated clean-up of change notifications while creating the new drawing revisions or creating a 

revision of a report, document, or any object

Automated Report Update
Now automatic update of reports is also possible while creating new drawing revisions or any report which 

is attached to the drawing. When a drawing revision is created and the setting to ‘Update report on drawing 

revision creation’ in the Project setting is set as ‘Automatically’. CADISON extracts the reports which had 

been created based on the drawing and updates them with the latest revision data.

Enhancements in the Input Forms
Many use the CADISON input form functionality for editing objects and for viewing the object data. Few 

Users have also designed their input forms as a kind of data sheet, so the User form can provide all relevant 

object data. To enhance this functionality further, the new Command buttons are added in the Form 

Designer i.e., Call AddIns and Macros from input forms & Create reports from input forms.
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